
Glass Ceremony Finished Pieces

Open Heart
Jon Biscan

Helix
Jon Biscan

10-12” tall

$450

18-20” tall

$450

How it Works



Add art to your unity ceremony by combining
glass frit. Frit is small pieces of glass that can
be added to molten clear glass to add color. We will
use your mixed frit to create a symbolic piece of art
to be passed on through the ages.
Select up to 4 frit colors to incorporate into your
piece. We’ll include a set of 3 vessels for combining
the frit together during your ceremony. Once you
return your mixed frit to our studios, a glass artist
incorporates it into a work of art. This process can
take up to 8 weeks.
We will return any unused frit to you with your
finished piece. Remaining frit can be used for
additional pieces, or gifts for your family and friends.

Amphora Vase
Jon Biscan
9-11” tall

$375

Short Drip Vase
Aaron Quigley
6-8” tall

$375

Amphora Vase
Aaron Quigley
12-14” tall

$400

Short Drip Vase
with Stomping Glass

Aaron Quigley
6-8” tall

$410

Tall Drip Vase
Aaron Quigley
11-13” tall

$375

Shell
Dan Alexander
11-13”wide

$475

Glass is Our Passion
We are a community of makers.
Our studios make it possible for
glass artists to produce high-quality
artwork, while our gallery and event
space serve as a platform for the public
to connect with glass art.
Our glass is handmade, each piece features
its own characteristics that make it truly
one of a kind. We value the individuality
of each piece, and it is our mission to
share that passion with you.
We guarantee that your Glass Ceremony
piece will be a unique and beautiful
representation of the unity you celebrate
on your wedding day, and every day.

Amphora Vase
Dan Alexander
8-10” tall

$375

Hemisphere Bowl
Addison Hanna
8-10” wide

$375

Amphora Vase
Michael Moran
10-12” tall

$375

Fluted Vase

Amphora Vase

Jon Biscan

Jeremy Lampe

13-15” tall

10-12” tall

$450

$375

Fluted Bowl
Michael Moran
12-14” wide

$425

Have an Authentic Idea?

Shipping Package

Did you see something else you like or have
an idea of your own? Please share your
ideas with us. We will work with an artist to
explore your options.

Our $60 domestic shipping package includes:
the color and vessels to you, mixed color back to
us and the finished piece to you. International
shipping can be arranged.

Set of 4 Ornaments
4” wide

$320

Additional Items
Treat yourself,
your wedding party
or your family to a unique,
handmade gift.
Additional shipping charges
apply at $8 per item.

Stemless Wine Glass
Aaron Quigley
$35 each

Tumbler or Wine Glass

Footed Glass

Jon Biscan
$35 each

Addison Hanna
$35 each

Mix in Tradition
The shards from our Stomping Glass can
be incorporated in your Glass Ceremony
finished piece.
Ready-made glass available in white.
Contact us if you have another color in
mind. Protective bag
included.

Stomping Glass
$35

Card Holder
Addison Hanna
$35 each

Ornament
$30 each

Bottle Stopper
$40 each

Engraving Services
Personalize your pouring vessels
or wedding party gifts at $30
per item. Send us your image
and we will show you where we
can add it.

How May We
Improve Your
Experience?
Ring Dish
Jon Biscan
$40 each

We are as passionate for
continuous improvement
as we are for glass.
We appreciate your
feedback!
gallery@stlglass.com
314-367-4527
5200 Delmar Blvd.
Saint Louis, MO 63108
Monday - Saturday 10-5
& Sunday 11-4

